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Numerous Violations of Disease Protocol
Surrounding the Dallas, Texas Ebola Case
Emergency Manager Calls Federal Ebola Response A Stand Down

By Kit Daniels
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The numerous violations of disease protocol surrounding the Dallas, Texas Ebola case are
intentional, according to an emergency response manager.

The manager, who was involved in the emergency response to both Hurricane Katrina and
Rita  in  addition  to  planning  for  small  pox  outbreaks,  said  the  official  response  to  the  first
diagnosed case of  Ebola in  the United States purposely avoided the basic  actions the
government would take to prevent a virus from spreading.

“The reason I know the Ebola outbreak is being conducted on purpose is because it violates
all protocol,” he said.

The violations of protocol are almost too numerous to mention. For one thing, government
officials were slow to decontaminate the apartment of Thomas Eric Duncan, the 40-year-old
Liberian national who was the first diagnosed case of Ebola in the U.S.

Before the apartment was sanitized, however, five Dallas Co. sheriff’s deputies were ordered
to enter the unit without protective gear to remove Duncan’s family members who were
placed under quarantine.

Dallas  Co.  Sheriff’s  Association  President  Christopher  Dyer  said  the  deputies  were
uncomfortable  with  the  order.

“They’re very concerned,” Dyer said to WFAA 8. ”Their families are concerned. You’ve got to
go home and tell your spouse, ‘Hey, I was just inside this house where a guy had Ebola.’”

The workers who were ordered to clean the sidewalk where Duncan vomited were also not
wearing protective clothing, despite the fact that Ebola spreads through bodily fluids.

And,  like  Duncan’s  apartment,  officials  were  slow  to  decontaminate  the  ambulance  which
transported Duncan to the hospital, meaning that the homeless man who was transported in
the ambulance after Duncan was potentially exposed to the disease.

The Obama administration also refused to ban travelers from Ebola-stricken African nations
from entering the U.S., which allowed Duncan to fly to Dallas.

“The fact that [Ebola] being allowed to travel into the United States is insane and the fact
that emergency operations have not been activated is insane and this is on purpose and by
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design,” the emergency response manager stated. “There are many competent people in
the CDC, the military and emergency management officers who need to blow the whistle.”

“They’re being ordered to stand down from the top.”

A former CIA officer, Robert David Steele, warned of an Ebola false flag a few weeks before
Duncan’s diagnosis.
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